Basic Searching
Step 1: Begin entering a keyword or drug name (brand or generic) in the “Search for” box (top left corner of screen) and click on the SEARCH button.

For example: Enter ‘war’

Step 2: The “SEARCH RESULTS” window displays a list of documents or monographs found.

To review a monograph, simply click on the link from the database you wish to review. Example: Select ‘Warfarin’ from Lexi-Drugs Online.

Step 3: Quickly navigate through a monograph by using the scroll bar or the drop-down alphabetical list (“Jump To Field” list) for a menu of data fields.

Example: Select the ‘Dosage’ field

Advanced Navigation
Now appearing in the SEARCH RESULTS are the fields listed (as links) in the order as they appear in the monograph. You can also use this method to navigate throughout the monograph. To return to your Search Results, click on SEARCH again.

Index Searching
The INDEXES button in the Search Window provides access to the following sub-directories within each database:

- Interactions (Lexi-Interact™)
- Drug Identification (Lexi-Drug ID™)
- Medical Calculations (Lexi-CALC™)

Click on any of the linked interacting drugs or herbs to review a detailed Interaction Monograph.

Drug Identification (Lexi-Drug ID™)
Lexi-Drug ID allows you to quickly identify unknown medications based on ‘Imprints’, ‘Dosage Form’, ‘Shape’, and ‘Colors’. Enter the characteristics of a medication and click Search. Results and additional product information are displayed with a link to available images.

Medical Calculations (Lexi-CALC™)
Lexi-CALC™ provides over 50 medical Calculations that address weight-based Pediatric ALS, dosing, drip rates, organ function assessment, and other issues.
Welcome to the Clinical Databases

Clinical Modules
- Lexi-Drugs®
- Lexi-Drugs® International
- Pediatric Lexi-Drugs®
- Geriatric Lexi-Drugs®
- Nuclear Products
- Natural Products
- Lexi-Comp ONLINE®
- Lexi-Comp ONLINE Database Search
- Lexi-Comp ONLINE Drug Monographs
- Lexi-Comp ONLINE Patient Care Module
- Lexi-Comp ONLINE Medical Web Site Searches
- Lexi-Comp ONLINE Palpable Pulse
- Lexi-Comp ONLINE Stability and compatibility data
- Lexi-Comp ONLINE Web Search
- Lexi-Comp ONLINE Web Search

Questions or Comments:
Call (866) 397-3433 or email support@lexi.com

www.lexi.com